Date:.21.22 NOV 09 for 50 Mites 6 Stations @8 minutes each
Pra~tlce Theme / Goals: Motor Coordination/Athleticism/ Puck skills
EqUIpment Required / Set-up: 2 Nets/Pucks/Cones

Station 1

Station 1: Figure 8 Skate fwds/ bkwds
Players skate a figure 8 osnern sroooa the two cones
directly in front of them. Then get back in the same line.
Have the players do figure 8, then complete 360 power
turns around both cones going opposite ways on each
cone. then have them skate backwards around the cones
In a figure 8. Have the first guy in one of vertical and
horizontal lines go at the same time. Make sure to tell the
players to keep their heads up in the middle so they do not
collide.

Station 3: tvt battle for puck and score
(Pit Hockey)
Split the group into two teams and set up a small target for
each team (a lire or two cones so the puck stays in ptay).
Pul a puck in the middle and have the first two players in
each line battle 10 score as many goals as they can in
about 30 seconds. Coach throws new pucks into drill after
every goal or if a puck leaves the playing area. Have the
player's bsnte for possession in a small area.
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Station5: Agility Skate (ladder skate)
their sticks
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Station 4: Backwards frozen tag

Have ptayers place
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Coach explains good backwards skating stance and C
start. Then he has all the players in his zone skating
backwards while looking to make sure they do not crash
oto each other. The coach then chases the otevers and
rags them Once tnev are tagged then they must freeze in
that spot. Once they are tagged by another player they
can begin skating backwards again with a good C start and
proper backwards stance. If coach tags all the players then
rhe coach wins Make sure they stay in their playing area.
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Station2: Acceleration Puck Toss/ Starts
Have two groups on each side of the zone. Have a coach
In front of each line with a bunch of pucks. Have the
ptayers put their sticks down and out of the way. The
coach kneels at the 'ront of the line and has the first player
gel in a good forward starting position. The coach throws
the puck out in tront of the player (in the air) forcing tne
player to stay low and reach out and catch the puck with
quick feel. Have skate to the tops of the circle then turn to
the outside and return to the tine. Really focus on good
last tow starts.
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Station 6: Double net support

on the ice in a ladder

panern. Have them perform the following agility skating
sk,lIs either over or around the sticks. 00 each skill 3 times
1
Two toot jumps over each stick
2. Running over sttcks as fast as possible
3. Two touches between each stick
4. Skate around the sticks without taking skates
off the ice (scooting)
• tF YOU HAVE '.10 PLAYERS THEN SET UP TWO LINES'

Play 2v2 or tv I depending on the number of players. xs are
trying to score on one net and O's are trying 10 score on the
otner. Before the players shoot to score they most g,ve and
go wilh the coach. Keep a pite 01 pucks near me lines 10
keep the game going if the pucks leave (he playing area.
Make sure to keep the players in the neutral zone playing
area.
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Date: Pee-wees and Bantams
6 Stations @ 8 minutes each
Practice Theme / Goals: Motor Coordination/Athleticism/
Puck skills
Equipment Required / Set-up: 2 Nets/Pucks/Cones

Station 1

Station 1: Figure 8 Skate fwds/ bkwds
Players skate a figure 8 pattern around the two cones
directly in front of them. Then get back in the same line.
Have the players do figure 8, then complete 360 power
turns around both cones going opposite ways on each
cone, then have them skate backwards around the cones
in a figure 8. Have the first guy in one of vertical and
horizontal lines go at the same time. Make sure to tell the
players to keep their heads up in the middle so they do not
collide.

Station 3: 1v1 battle for puck and score
(Pit Hockey)
Split the group into two teams and set up a small target for
each team (a tire or two cones so the puck stays in play).
Put a puck in the middle and have the first two players in
each line battle to score as many goals as they can in
about 30 seconds. Coach throws new pucks into drill after
every goal or if a puck leaves the playing area. Have the
player's battle for possession in a small area.
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Station 5: Agility Skate

(Obstacle Course)

Have players skate in a pattern from the left side of the
zone to the right side around the cones as fast as they
can. As soon as the first player in line get two cones
into the course send the next player. Have them go
first without a puck then with a puck and have them do
a complete power turn around the last cone.
Encourage the players to go outside their comfort zone
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Station 4: In the box Battle
Draw a box with a marker to simulate a slot area. Put two
offensive players and two defensive players in the box.
The offensive group gets 5 passes from the coach to see
how many goals they can score out of the 5 pucks. The
defenders have to play man on man and clear loose pucks
out of the box. Once the puck is cleared or scored or
covered by the goalie the coach puts the next puck in the
box. The offensive twosome should be working hard to get
open and ready to shoot the puck. Have every player play
both ottensivetv and detensivelv.
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Station 2: Passing Series
Put the players in either two or four lines depending on the
number of kids. Have them perform the following passing
skills.
t. Give and go t touch while moving towards the line.
As many passes as they can.
2.
Forwards to backwards give and go, t touch.
3.
Catch the puck on the backhand and move it to the
forehand.
4.
Catch the puck on the forehand and move it to the
backhand.

Station 2
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Station 4

Station 6: Double net support
Play 2v2 or 1v1 depending on the number of players. Xs are
trying to score on one net and O's are trying to score on the
other Before the players shoot to score they must give and
go with the coach. Keep a pile of pucks near the lines to
keep the game going if the pucks leave the playing area.
Make sure to keep the players in the neutral zone playing
area.
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Date: 12/30/09 Practice Theme/ Goals: Skills/ Fun!
Set· up: Split the kids into 6 groups evenly. If possible do it by jersey colors so when they are at center ice or competing they have
different colors on. Each station will be 8-10minutes based on the allotted time. Have the players rotate clockwise on the whistle. When
the two teams meet in center ice they play against each other. The first time in the middle play game 1 the second time stay with game 1
or switch to game 2.
HAVE ONE COACH BE IN CHARGE OF TIME.

Station 1

Station 1: Theme:

Passing and cross-aver's
Baseball: Split the group into two teams. One team
is in the corner the other team is spread out in the
zone. The first player on team x dumps a puck in the
zone and skates a pattern around the cones and
races to get to the goal-line. The a's have to get the
puck and pass the puck to every teammate and put it
into the net before the x player skates the pattern and
gets to the goal-line. Keep score and three outs and
rotate from the field to batting. HA VE THE BETTER
PLA YERS PASS ONL Y BACKHAND AND SKA TE
BACKWARDS.

(10 MN)
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Station 2: Theme:

Stick handling & wrist shot

First player in line skates a pattern around the cones
then attacks the net and takes a good wrist shot on
net. Have the first shooter stay in front of the net to
try and score off of a rebound.

;lid Part.· Skate the same pattern then give and go
around far cone with coach and head to the net for a
quick shot. Get players to make a good pass to the
coach then get themselves into a good scoring
position. (10 MN)

Station 3: Theme:
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1. Two foot jumps over each stick
2. Running over sticks as fast as possible
3. Two touches between each stick
4. Skate around the sticks without taking skates
off the ice (scooting)

Musical pucks: Put all the players in the zone, put
out 1 less puck then players. Let them battle in the
zone for about 20 seconds. The player without a
puc« is out of the game. Work down to a champion
just like musical chairs. Tell the players they must
stay in their zone and if a puck goes out of the zone
then that is one less puck in the game. Explain to
players how to protect the puck and use their bodies.
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Game #1

Agility skate

Puck possess ion/ protection
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Nave players place their sticks on the ice in a ladder
pattern. Have them perform the following agility
skating skills either over or around the sticks. Do
each skiff 3 times

Station 4: Theme:

Station 2

• XX
• X
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X
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Center Ice Game: Theme: Shooting/
Passing
Game 1: Designated shooter:
Play 2v2 with a third player in the
slot in his/her teams offensive half. The 2 players must work the
puck to the designated shooter who cannot be pressured for the

initial shot on net. Play for about 50 seconds and switch. The first
shot of every possession

must come from the shooter rebounds and

second caches the two other players are eble to score.

Game 2: Two touch:
Play 2v2 or 3v3 depending on the number of
players. Before a team can attempt a shot on net they must make
two passes. This forces players to work hard without the puck to
support. It also forces players to defend man on man. Also
encourage players to talk with each other. (10 MN each game)
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Date:

Set- up:

Split

the kids

6 groups

into

evenly.

Practice Theme I Goals: Skiffs/ Fun
If possible

do it by jersey

colors

so

when

Station

1:

are at center

pivoting/

Station 2

speed (10 MN)
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Station
2: Stick handling Moves (10 MN)
Have each player partner up with another player. Have
them spread out all over the zone. Have one player attack
another player at % speed with the defender standing still
with his stick extended out in front like a defender. Have
the attacking player perform the following moves. Have
each player perform each move four times then switch.
1. Backhand wide/ fake to the forehand side
2. Forehand wide/ fake to the backhand
3. Push to the forehand/ body fakes to the
backhand, stick and puck go forehand
4. Put puck between stick and feet! both ways
5. If time have them make up their own move
Focus on heads up and good speed!
Station
3: Shooting/
pass (10MN)

forehand,

backhand,

Have players attack around the cone with

a puck

ice

the allotted
time.
ice they play against
1 or switch to game 2.

Station 1
Foot quickness/

Make two lines. Have three cones in a straight line in front
of each line about 5 feet apart. The first players skate up
to the first cone and pivot around it with their feet moving
and transitioning from forwards to backwards then back to
forwards again as quickly as possible. Have them go to
the right of each cone three times, then to the left of each
cone three times. Then have them alternate each cone.
Make sure they are moving
and transitioning
quiCkly!!!
Make sure their heads are up and looking
forward. Also move the cones periodically
for fresh
ice.

on net.

they

on

or competing
they have different
colors on. Each station
will be 8-10 minutes
based
Have the players
rotate clockwise
on the whistle.
When the two teams meet in center
each other.
The first time in the middle play game 1 the second
time stay with game
HAVE ONE COACH BE IN CHARGE OF TIME.
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and shoot

Have them go both on the forehand and the back-

hand side. Then have a coach or the next player in line
give the player a pass and have them shoot off the pass.
You can also have the player back peddle backwards
always facing the net and shoot after pivoting around the
cone. They can also shoot off the pass going backwards.
Make sure to have the players look up before they
shoot. If no goalies have them pick spots in the net.
Always ettec« with speed and finish at the net!
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Station

4:

Monkey in the middle

keep away (10 MN)

J../aveall but one player around the face-off circle and one
player in the middle of the circle. Have the players move
the puck to each other trying to keep the puck away from
the defending player in the middle. If the middle player
gets the puck the last player on the outside to touch it now
moves into the middle. After the players get good at it
have them try their back-hand passes, or have them try two
pucks. Focus on quality passes, communication
and
players on the outside moving slightly to support the
passer.

Center
Ice Game:
Skating/ fun/ compete
Game 1: Power turns: Play 2v2, 3v3 or 4v4 depending on the
nutnoer or /{iOS in eacn group. On every possession me pvc« carrier
must make a power turn before making a play or attacking the net.
Forces the player to protect the puck and work on the skill of a power
turn with speed to escape while controlling the puck.
Game 2: Breakaway relay race: Split the two teams and line
them up along the blue-line. Each player has a puck each player
must attack the other end and try to score on a breakaway. Each
goal is worth one point for your team. The teem that their last player
comes back to his end and touches the boards gets the extra point.
It is a race so once the player shoots he must stop and touch the
boards at the end that he left. before the next player can attack.
Make sure to go from both sides so the goalies work both posts.

Date: _#4

__

Practice Theme / Goals: Skill Development/Fun

Equipment Required / Set-up: _Borders. Four Nets. Cones. Tires
Free Puck Time: 5 mins - players are free to do
what they want for the first five minutes.
WarmUp: Smin- Puckhandling ...players skate around
the rink handling a puck. On whist/e, they jump into the
nearest circle and stickhandle, exit on next whistle.

Stations: 5 Stations x 8 minutes
Players do 5 some~saults

before changing

x

stations

X
X

Station 1: skating lane
Haveplayers line up in three lines on the goal line and
workon skating fundamentals. Focus on stride and
recover, edges, and agility/balance work (i.e. rolls.
kneedrops. etc...) works on skating, edges. and agility.

Station 2: catch and shoot

Station 3: pass and follow

-1-

••

o
o

(progression)

Two lines opposite each other. X passes to 0 and
sprints to back of 0 line. 0 then passes to next X,
sprints to X line ... add variations in (i.e.catch on
forehand, pass on back hand. etc ... ) Works on
passing. receiving. skating, and team play.

x

Station 3

Players line up facing the net. Coach is oH to the
side of the net. Coach passes to player who catches
and shoots on net. Have them switch lines so they
get passes from both sides of their bodies. Works on
passing, receiving, shooting, scoring, team play,
release, and footwork.

x
x

x

Station 4: russian shadows (follow the
leader) Two players go together and play follow the

c

Encourage them to be creative with their
movements. Can carry pucks as well and can have
multiple groups going at once. Works on skating,
edqes. aqilitv, coordination, and balance.
leader.

Station 5: 2v2 tight area with coach
support (3vs2) Players play 2v2 in a tight

area
(can use borders as well). They can use the coach
to create a 3v2 situation anytime they want to. Shoot
at opposite net. Works on skating, passing,
receiving. team play. hockey sense. scoring, and
competing.

Games: 10 minutes
Game 1: baseball in each corner

o

passes to an X. All of the x's must make passes so that each
one of them touches the puck. Once they have all touched the
puck, they must attempt to score and get the runner out. White the
X's are trying to score, 0 skates up and around the tires back to
the goalline. If 0 hits me goalline before a goat IS.scored ..he is
safe. If X's score first, 0 is out.
Works on passing. receiving,
skating. puckhandling. shooting, team play. and scoring.

Game 1

00

Game

2
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Date: 1015109 Practice Theme / Goals:Skill Development/Fun
AMeRICAN

OfV£lOPMCNT

MOOel

Equ~mentRequ"ed/Se~up:~B=o=~~d~er.~s~,~Th~~~ee~N~e~m~

WarmUp: 5 minutes
Players skate around rink with a puck, on
whistle players enter the nearest circle
and stickhandle within the circle.
Players exit the circle on next whistle.

Station 1

Station 2

:X
,

Stations: 8 minutes x 4 Stations
Station 1: Skating
Work on proper stride and mechanics.
Starts
Forward Stride-full stride and recovery
Agility, Balance, and Coordination

Station 2: StickhandlinglShooting
Players stickhandle through obstacle
course and finish with a shot on net.
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Station 3: Game
Tight Area 1vt, clear to the coach to get
on offense.

X
X
/;\

I

Station 4: Passing
Two lines opposite each other work
together. Make proper pass and skate to
opposite line. Be good receivers.

x

x
Station

Games: 10 Minutes each

Game 1: Cross IGC3v3, playcr6 can U6C coaches as support to outnumber other team.
Game 2: Two separate half ice games, from red line to goal line.
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Date: 10nl09
AMERICAN

Equipment

DEVELOPMENT

Practice

Theme / Goals:Skill

Development/Fun

MODEL

Required / Set-up:

Warm Up: Agility Puckhandling

Borders, Four Nets, Soccer Balls

I Station 21

5 mins

Players skate around rink with a puck,
on whistle players perform agility moves
as instructed by coach. Examples,
somersaults, one foot jumps, etc •..
Stations: 8 minutes x 4 Stations
Station 1: Skating
Work
•
•
•

on proper

stride and mechanics.

C Cuts
Stride and Recover
Agility, Balance, and Coordination

.

I············································

Players stickhandle through obstacle
course and finish with a shot on net.
Station 3: Passing
Two lines opposite each other. X passes
to 0 and sprints to back of 0 line. 0 then
passes to next X, sprints to X line ...
Game: Knock the soccer ball to the other
side of the zone
Station 4: Game-Soccer
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Players have no sticks and ball must stay
ice. Players play soccer first
using only their hands, second using
only their feet.

x

Games: 8 Minutes each at all four corners

Game 1

C

o

X

on the

Game 2: Baseball- 0 passes to an X. All four
X's must pass to each other before they can
:i{ifln:. Thfl X that r"f/ivf/d the original pass can
moveinto scoring position to take the first shot.
o skatesaround cones back to goa/line. If 0
crossesgoa/line before X's score, 0 scores a
run.

x

X

;

2 ways

Game 1: 2v2 Clear to Coach- X's and O's
play 2v2. To transition to offense, team passes to
coach and comes out around cones to support
the puck. Coachcan't pass to players until they
both come out around cones.

x

Station 3

Station 2: StickhandlinglShooting

o

I

Station 4

I

Date: 10/9/09
AfolER/CAN

DEVELOPMENT

Equipment Required / Set-up:
Warm Up: Agility

Practice

Theme I Goals: Skill Development/Fun

MODEL

Puckhandling

Borders, Four Nets, Tires, Cones

I Station 21

5 mins

Players skate around rink with a puck,
on whistle players perform agility moves
as instructed by coach. Examples,
somersaults, one foot jumps, etc ...
Stations: 8 minutes

x 4 Stations

Station 1:Skating-StridinglGlidinglSprints
Stride-full extension,full recovery,properglide
Gliding-2 ft squats,properkneeandanklebend
Sprints-a)2 man race/sprintto puck,race to far
endandscoreb)short relay race,2 lines,quick,
explosivestarts

I············

.
x

Station 3

x

X

Station 2: StickhandlingiShooting
Players stickhandle through obstacle
course and finish with a shot on net.

X

--t-
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- - -1-1

Station 3: Passing
Two lines opposite each other. X passes
to 0 and sprints to back of 0 line. 0 then
passes to next X, sprints to X line •••
Game: Team scores point by passing
each other through cones.
Station 4: Game-Cross

o

0
o
0
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to

o

Players play cross ice and have to pass

x

c

Games: 8 Minutes each

Game 2; Full Ice Scr;mmlJg~

o

x

a coach for support before being able
to shoot on net.
to

o

x

Ice wI Support

Game 1: Baseball- 0 passes to an X. All four
X's must pass to each other before they can
score. TheX that received the original pass has
to take the first shot. After making their passes,
X's can move into scoring position. 0 skates
around cones back to g081line. If 0 crosses goal
line before X's score, 0 scores 8 run.

I Station 4 I

c

I Game 1
x

x

Date: 10112109 Practice Theme / Goals:Skill Development/Fun
AMfJlICAN

DfVflOPMfNT

MODEL

Equipment Required / Set-up:

Borders. Four Nets, Cones, Tires

I Station 2]

Warm Up: Agility Skating 5 mins
Players skate around rink. Coach yells
out a different agility move to perform
between blue lines or at the blue lines.
Ex. Spins, jumps, etc ...

i
.~

Stations: 8 minutes x 4 Stations

X
X

Station 1: Skating
Work on proper stride and mechnics,
edges, and ABC's
I············································
Station 3./

Station 2: Passsingl Shooting

H

./

Player takes a shot, skates to pucks and
passes to next players in line, who
repeats the action.
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x
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Station 3: StickhandlinglAgility
Russian Shadows. X skates with puck
with 0 following him mimicking his
actions. Encourage creativeness, going
in and out of cones, etc ... 20 sec reps

.

..................•...................................••.....••

I Station 4 I
o

Station 4: Game-3 v 3 Cross Ice
Players play 3 v3 cross ice. The
condition to score is that you must make
at least one pass to a teammate before
you can shoot the puck.

o
x

Games: 8 Minutes each at aI/ four corners

Game 1: 2v2 Clear to Coach- X's and O's
play 2v2. To transition to offense, team passes 10
coach and comes out around cones to support
the puck. Coach can', pass to players until they
both come out around cones.
Game 2: Baseball- 0 passes to an X. All foul'
X'$ must pass to each other before they can
score. The X that received the original pass can
move into scoring position to take the first shot.

o skates around
crosses gos/Iine

run.

cones back to goat line. If 0
belore X's score, 0 scores a

o

X

Game 1

C

Date: 10116109 Practice Theme / Goals:Skill Development/Fun
AMERICAN

DEVELOPMENT

MODEL

Equipment Required / Set-up:

Borders. Four Nets. Cones. Tires

I Station 21

Warm Up: Agility Skating 5 mins
Players skate around rink. Coach yells
out a different agility move to perform
between blue lines or at the blue lines.
Ex. Spins, jumps, etc ...

i
~

Stations: 8 minutes x 4 Stations

X

X

Station 1: Skating
Work on proper stride and mechnics,
edges, and ABC's

·I············································

·

Station 2: Passsingl Shooting
Player takes a shot, skates to pucks and
passes to next players in line, who
repeats the action.

~
X

e--~-

Station 3: 1 v 1 Pit game
Players compete 1 v 1 in a tight area.
Coach keeps them in a confined area and
controls player changes. 20-30 sec.
reps. Must deke to score

·
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I
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Station 4: Game-3 v 3 Pass to Score
Players play 3 v3 cross ice. The
condition to score points is that you
complete a pass through the cones
teammate. Can pass any direction.

o

X

o
X

Games: 8 Minutes each at aI/ four corners
Game 1: Quick Scoring
Five pucks are put on blue line. Players attack
2 v 0 and both have to touch puck before they
shoot. Once they score, players sprint back to
blue line, Next two players go when the blue line
is crossed. Team that scores all their pucks first
wins.

Game 2: Half Ice Scrimmage

Game 1

o

I Game

1

Station 4

I

AMERICAN

DEVfLOPMENT

MODfL

Date: 10118109

PraclOce Theme / Goals:Skill Development/Fun

Equipment Required / Set-up: ~B:;;;:.:;;,.oli:..:;d:.:.;e:..:..:rs~!...:.h..:;o:.:.;u:.:...r..:...:N::!:e:.!.:ts:::,,!~C~o:::.!.n~
.!...7i!!..i(i~es~I~S~o~c~c~e:!....r~B~a!.!.!lIS!..s
_

Free Puck Time: 5 mins - players are free
to do what they want for the first five
minutes.

I Station

Warm Up: In-circle stickhandling players skate around with puck, on
whistle they jump into the closest circle
and stickhandle within it.

1

o

Stations: 3 x10 Minutes each

x

Game 1: Pass to score
Players play 3 v3 cross ice. The
condition to score points is that you
complete a pass through the cones to a
teammate. Can pass any direction and
as many times as possible.

....••........•• ~...................••••.•......•••....•.....••
Station 2

x

x

o

Station 2: Team Handball
Players play with no sticks, cross ice,
with a soccer ball. Goal is to not let ball
hit the ice and to throw it into the
opponents net. Players are not to take
more than 3 strides with the ball.

o

Station 3: 3 v3 Cross Ice wI Supoort

o

x

I Station 3 I

c

A 3 v 3 cross ice game where there are
four coaches around the outside for
support. Players must pass to a coach
before attempting a shot on net.
Encourage puck support and
outnumbering opponent.

o

x
o

c

x

c

Games: 10 Minutes Each
Game 1: ~ Ice 5 v 5. - Set borders out on
one blue line. A full 5 v5 game is played
in the remaining
ice. Encourage
players not on the ice to use the
remaining ~ to work on stickhandling
while they wait their turn.

*

Game 2: ~ Ice Score-o - Everyone on the
ice with multiple pucks. Try to keep 3-5
pucks going at once.

I Game

1&2

~

I

-----------------X
X
o
OX

0

x

o
X

o

:s6~
Date:
AMflll[IlN

OflfELOPMfNT

10121109

Practice

H/~
Theme / Goals: Skill

Development/Fun

MODEL

Equ~mentRequ"ed/Se~up:~B~o~~=de~r=s,~h~o=u~r~N=e=~~,~C~on~e~s~,~f;~ife~s~

I

Free Puck Time: 5 mins - players are free to do
what they want for the first five minutes.
Warm Up: 5 mins- In-circle stickhandling players skate around with puck, on whistle they
jump into the closest circle and stickhandle

,.

within it.

8 minutes

Stations:
Station

1: Skating

Work on proper mechanics.
Starts/sprints
2 foot turns/edges
Race to puck
Station

2: Receiving

Station

Station 3

t········· .
--+~

···

·

3: Chaos Stickhand/ing

-Players stickhandle in a tight area with obstacles
laying around them. 20 sec on, 20 sec off.
Encourage them to move feet while handling
puck. Everyone goes at once.
-Keep away, same drill less pucks than players

X
X

·I············································

/ Shooting

Coach makes passes to player who receives pass
and takes shot on net. Change angles, sides, add
one timers, etc...
-Can add players pass to coach first, etc...

21

-.i
' '.
~

x 4 Stations

Station

_

·

:
:
:
:

t_.
---

\\0 ....
----

·
••...••...•......•••..............................•............
x
»>: '

Station

4: Passing

/ Shooting

X

Players go around cones and get open for a pass.
Next player in line makes the pass to them.
Whenpass ;s caught, attack net deke at cone and
finish with a wrist shot.
-add in jump over stick before cone or spin, etc.
Games:

I Station

8 Minutes each

Game 1: Piggy Back with Shooter
Nets are piggy backed. 3 v 3, one player is a
designated shooter who stays in his box. Other
two players must pass to shooter for shot. After
initial shot, other players can score on rebound.
Rotation should be X1 to X2 (shooter) to X3 to

4

Game 1
X101

back in line.

Game 2: Breakaways (use 4 nets)
Players go in on 3 breakaways. They have to
shoot once on their forehand, once on their
backhand, and deke once. They can pick any
order they want.

X

02

I

Date: 10124109 Practice 7be1lmJ1 Goals:Skill Development/Fun
M1EIlICAN

DEVElOPMENT

MOOH

Equipment Required / Set-up:

Borders, Four Nets, Cones, Tires

Free Puck Time: 5 mins - players are free to do
what they want for the first five minutes.
Warm Up: 5 mlns» Passing with Coaches Players skate Bound perimeter of the rink with
puck and make passes to any coach who is
stationed along on each side of the rink.

Stations: 8 minutes x 4 Stations
Station 1: Underhandle / Shooting
Player skates through cones with puck on stick,
keeping the puck on the forehand at all times.
After the last cone, take a wrist shot on net.

••........•••.............••.•••...•..............•............
Station 2: Passing

x

A- Two lines opposite each other. X passes to 0
and sprints to back of 0 line. 0 then passes to
next X, sprints to X line ...
S-Game: Team scores point by passing to each
other through tires

X

I Sta~ion21

X
X

I

00
X 0

... -----

~ t

Station 3: Skating

o

Work on proper mechanics.

X

O.

0

-o- - -0

0

~

X

.,....---- ..•.................

• Glide turns
• Forward cross overs

Station 4: Dodgeball
Players play dodgeball with tennis balls.
Designate goa//ine as the center line. Rules of
regular dodgeball apply.

x xxxx

Games: 8 Minutes each
00

o

0 0

Game 1: Always on PP
3 v 3 game where there is a designated center
line. One player from each team (predetermine)
must always stay on the offensive side of the
line. Therefore one team will a/ways have a 3 v 2
situation. Work on outnumbering the puck.

I Game 1

Game 2

1
c

x

Game 2: Ha" court with support

in.

3 v3 or 4 v4 from blue line
Four coaches are
in zone for support. Team must pass to a coach
to go on offense. Can use the coaches as often
as they want. Teach and emphasize

outnumbering the opposition.

~

\'--

,..,)

\'--

__

..;.c __

---')
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Date= 10126109 Practice Theme / Goals:Skill Development/Fun

Equipment Required / Set-up:

Borders, Four Nets, Cones, Tires

Free Puck Time: 5 mins - players are free to do
what they want for the first five minutes.
Warm Up: 10 mins- 3 Zone soccer ...see reverse
for details.

Stations: 4 Stations x 10 minutes
Station 1: Underhandle / Shooting
Player receives pass from coach, then skates
through cones with puck on stick, keeping the
puck on the forehand at all times. After the last
cone, take a wrist shot on net.

c
c

Station 2: Skating
•
•

2 foot glides
1 foot glides

•

Cross overs

Station 3: Stickhandling
-Players stickhandle in a tight area with obstacles
laying around them. 20 sec on, 20 sec off.
Encourage them to move feet while handling
puck. Everyone goes at once.
-Keep away, same drill less pucks than players

.........•.....................•..•............................

Station 4: Passing
Players play
score points
the cones to
and as many

3 v3 cross ice. The condition to
is that you complete a pass through
a teammate. Can pass any direction
times as possible.

o

0
X

Games: 8 Minutes each

o
o

o

Game 1: Cross Ice with support
A 3 v 3 cross ice game where there are four
coaches around the outside for support. Players
must pass to a coach before attempting a shot on
net. Encourage puck support and outnumbering
opponent.

I

Game 2
c

c

o

x

Game 2: Man in the Box
Nets are piggy backed. 3 v 3, one player is a
designated shooter who stays in his box. Other
two players must pass to shooter for shot. Aher
initial shot, other players can score on rebound.

x

o

c

\

c) \

)
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Date:
AMERICAN

DEVELOPMfiNT

Equipment

10130109 Practice Theme / Goals:Skill

Development/Fun

/-100ft

Required

/

Set-up:

Borders, Four Nets, Cones, Tires

Free Puck Time: 5 mins - players are free to do
what they want for the first five minutes.
Warm Up: 5 mins- Passing with Coaches Players skate aound perimeter of the rink with
puck and make passes to any coach who is
stationed along on each side of the rink.

I

\

'0'

,
,

\

Stations:

8 minutes

I
I

,

,

I

\

I

,,..•.•":,,'

x 4 Stations

r-

\

0:

,
I

Station 1: Drive/Escape/Attack
Seam
Player skates a course through the cones and
stops in the slot to get a pass. After receiving the
pass, player takes a shot on net then continues
to pile of pucks to make a pass to next player.
After making the pass, player then skates
through middle slalom with a puck and ends up
in other line.

,,
,.•.."' ...,

\

,

I

,

" 0 '.

I

\

I

,

,

I

.-----.--------------:~~-----.-----.--------.

Station 2: Backward
Skating
1.2/ines going in opposite directions. A-1 ft 'c'
cuts across ice. 8-2 ft 'c' cuts-hold glide for one
second (emphasize deep knee bend; head &
chest up, full extension & recovery).
2. Bumper butts-backward skating while trying to
run into opposite player and knock them down
with your butt. (in a tight confined area).
Station 3: 1 vs 1 Pit Game (Oekes Only)
Players playa 1 v 1 game vs each other in a small
area. Reps should be no more than 30 seconds
at a time. Players are only allowed to try 10 score
via a deke move, i.e. no long shots. Emphasize
quick hands and feet with limited time and space.
Station

•••••

.... ·.... ·.... 1
o

X

Station 3

r·····..·..·

XXXX
C
.----....·000

x xxxx

4: Dodgeball

Players play dodgeball with tennis balls.
Designate goal line as the center line. Rules of
regular dodgeball apply.

000
Games:

0

0

8 Minutes each

I Game 1

Game 1: 3v3 Any net
3 v 3 game where players can score on either of

the two nets. Teach transition skills, alertness,
hockey sense, and puck tenacity. On coaches
whistle all players change but make the players
change 1 for 1 like changing on Ihe.tly in a game.
Game 2: Three net piggy back
4 v4 from blue line in with thr" net. piggy
backed against each other. Teams can SCQreat
any of the three nets. Encourage creativeness.
Teach puck tenacity, alertness, and sense. If yeu
only have two goalies, make them cover all three
nets...great skating work for them.

Game 2

c

c

o

G:O
\

)

o

Dare: 11102109
AMeRICAN

DEVELOPMENT

Equipment

Required

Theme I Goals:Skill

Practice

Development/Fun

MODEL

I Set-up: --.B:.:.:o,,~dr.=e.:.:rs::.&.I.:.~..:::o:.l::u~r.!...lN~e.:::ts::.r..'
~C~o:!.!n~es2.&I~7i~i,,~e~s

_

FreePuck Time: 5 mins - players are free to do
what they want for the first five minutes.
WarmUp: 5 mlns- 3 Zone Soccer

o
Stations:

8 minutes

o

x 4 Stations

Station 1: Give and Go Behind Net
x passes to Z who skates puck behind the net. X
moves into the slot for a return pass from Z. X
catches the pass and shoots on net. Z then
skates to the line and becomes X. The next
player in line (y) becomes Z...continual rotation.

'-_--r-xV

o

.....................

X

T ·St~;i~~·2 ]

.

Station 2: Backward
Skating
1.2/ines going in opposite directions. A-I ft 'c'
cuts across ice. 8-2 ft 'c' cuts-hold glide for one
second (emphasize deep knee bend; head &
chest up, full extension & recovery).
2. Bumper butts-baclcward skating while trying to
run into opposite player and knock them down
with your butt. (in a tight confined area).
Station 3: 1 vs 1 Pit Game (Dekes Only)
Players playa 1 v 1game vs each other in a small
area. Reps should be no more than 30 seconds
at a time. Players are only allowed to try to score
via a deke move, t.e. no long shots. Emphasize
quick hands and feet with limited time and space.
Station

••••••··

..··········1

o

Station 3

r············

XXXX

X

C

000

x xxxx

4: Dodgeball

Players play dodgeball with tennis balls.
Designate goal line as the center line. Rules of
regular dodgeball apply.
Games:

000

8 Minutes each

Game 1: 3v3 Any net -piggy back
3 v 3 game where players can score on either of
the two nets. Teach transition skills, alertness,
hockey sense, and puck tenacity. On coaches
whistle all players change but make the players
change 1 for 1 like changing on the fly in a game.
Game 2: Three net piggy back
4 v4 from blue line in with three nets piggy
backed against each other. Teams can score at
sny of the three nets. Encourage creativeness.
Teschpuck tenacity, alertness, and sense. If you
only have two goalies, make them cover all three
nets...great skating work for them.

0

I Game 1

0
Game 2
c

c

x

o

x

G~O
\

)

o

Date: 11106109 Practice Theme / Goals:Skill
AMERICAN

DEVELOPMENT

Development/Fun

MODEL

Equipment Required / Set-up:
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_

Free Puck Time: 4 mins - plsyers sre free to do
what they want for the first five minutes.

Warm Up: 8 mins- 3 Zone Soccer Game
Rotate zones every two minutes

I Station 21

Stations: 8 minutes x 4 Stations

o

Station 1: Skating
All done squeezing ball behind knee
A. right ft fwd stride length of ice
B. left ft fwd stride length of Ice
C. right ft backwards 'c' cuts length of ice
D. left ft backwards 'c' cuts length of Ice
E. 1v1 sprints to puck wI shot at end

r-------.

I'•••••••.••.•••••••••••.••

,~
,,

Station 2: Puck handling/Protection
two 1vl cross-ice battles·
hit the tire (or trash
can) on each end to score: (competing,
stickhandling, puck protection,
defense, stick on
puck) start first 1vl then next group starts after
30 seconds - then next group starts after each
goal.

....•

-

x

- - - --

.
.

o

.....................••••••.•.•.......

Station 3: Passing I Receiving

,

.

c

A. each player with one partner (groups on 2's)·
moving randomly around the zone passing.
B. 'Odd number keep-away' (7 v 3, 6 v 2, etc.)

o
Station 4: Cross Ice wI support

X

o

x

play 2v2 cross-ice with goalies, but must pass to
one of coaches before players can attempt to
score

Games: 8 Minutes each

Game 1: Russian Scrimmage
players line-up by color on boards in front of
scorekeepers bench - coach dumps a puck to
start players - mUltiple lvl's,
2v2's, etc.; four or
five eames going at same time ...full-ice end cnn
score on any of three netsl goalies

0

0

X

x
0

Game 2: Showdown
Players try

to score on breskswsys.

0

0

0

Game 2
0

....!

x
;

-;
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Date: 11/11/09 Practice Theme I Goals:Sklll
_______
Picture Oay
Equipment Required / Set-up:
Borders, Four Nets, Cones, Tires
MUnteAN

OEVHOPM£NT

DevelOpmenfiFUn

MOOfL

I Station

Free Puck Time: 5 min« - players are free to do
what they want tor the first five minutes.

_

1

Warm Up: 5 mlns- Breakaways - Players go three
times each. Hsve to shoot on forehand once,

..

backand once, and deke once ... order is up to

them.

,
,
,,

,

Stations: 8 minutes x 4 Stations

·,·
t...•..............
•

Station 1:Puckhandling/PassinglShooting
Player stickhandles through tires and makes a
pass to coach. After making the pass player
goes to scoring area and gets return pass from
coach. Player catches pass and puts a wrist shot
on net.

o

x
........................•...•••.•••............................

xo

Station 2:Competition/Passing
1 v1 in tight area ..• when waiting in line, pass
back and forth with the player in the opposite
line.

'

~

c
o ---~

X
X

o ---~

X

o ---~

o ---~ X
..............................•..•.•....•............•.•....•..
Station 3

Station 3: Skating
A. C cuts - one legged, alternate

legs

x--------------------------------~~

B. Edge work - inside and outside edges

Station 4: Team Pictures
Smile for the camera!!!!

Games: 8 Minutes each
Game 1: Neutral Zone Support Game
Players line up by color on the blue lines. Teams
can shoot at the net nearest to them and the net
on the red line. 3 v3 game where players must
pass to a teammate along the blue line before
they can shoot.

Game 2: Pressured Shooting
Players try to score on breakaways while being
chased by another player. Player chasing starts
on knees.

Game 2
o

x

x

o

Date: 11/15/09

Equipment Required / Set-up: _Borders.

Practice Theme / Goals:Skill Development/Fun

Four Nets, Cones. Tires

Free Puck Time: 5 mtns - players are free to do
what they want for the first five minutes.
WarmUp: 5 mins- Shooting against the boards players get a puck and spread out around the
rink and shoot at the boards. Encourage proper
wrist shot technique.

Stations: 8 minutes x 4 Stations
Station 1:Agi/ity Skate/Receive and Shoot
Player skates through obstacles (working.on
edges) and then has to jump over a border. After
jumping border, player stops in the scoring area,
receives a pass from coach and takes a wrist
shot on net.

.

.

x

Station 2: Passing
Two lines opposite each other. X passes to 0
and sprints to back of 0 line. 0 then passes to
next X, sprints to X line ... forehand passes first
then progress to back hand passes. Add in
receiving on the backhand as well.

Station 3: Chaos Puckhandling

I

,
-,,
I

-

- - - --

I

•o

o

(:20on/:20off)

Players stickhandle in and around objects littered
in the small area. All players are going at the
same time. Emphasize keeping their eyes up.
After half way through time wise, take away a few
pucks so players have to either protect their puck
or try to steal one from another.

I Station 21

I

0/

.....................................................................

(i;«!::yiJ,<~tat~~~:.....
·/·0
,'.

0

1

0 .':. ..•....
0

······X
......

. :l.,:.::~.:~:.::;..~ .. ::::~:;:.) ~ .. :~'.~',

4

•

.

Station 4: 2 v2 Tight Area Game
Players play 2 v 2 in a very tight area. Empasize
moving the feet in small spaces and competing
for loose pucks.

x
X

Game 1: 3v3 Forehand Only

Game2: 3 v 3 Gretzky
3 v 3 from top of circles down with net turned
around. To get on offense, team has to pass to
Gretzky (coach) behind the net before attaCking.
Emphasize moving to get open. Gretzky can
move laterally but must remain behind the net.

cO
~
ox 0X gg

Games: 8 Minutes each
3 v 3 game where players can only touch the
puck with the forehand of their blades. Get them
to be thinking ahead of time and how they will be
able to surround the puck to keep it on their
forehand.

o

I Game

1

Game 2

I

Go60~D
x

0

~'-------------) ~'-------------)
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Date: 11120/09 Practice Theme I Goals:Skill Development/Fun

'"'DOH

Equ~mentRequ"ed/Se~up:~B=o=~=d=er.=s~t~Fo=u=r~N~e~~~t~C~o~n~e~stLTi~i~re~s~t~TI~en~n~i~s~B
_
Free Puck Time: 4 mins - players

are free to do

what they want for the first five minutes.
Warm Up: 8 mins- 3 Zone Odd Man Keep Away players play keep away in an odd man situation
in their zone by passing and moving to open
space.

Stations: 8 minutes x 4 Stations
Station 1: Skating
Backward skating
guest instructor

I Backward Crossovers with

J:!!!!!~~~';'
~
.;.";.
::"':.
.
I Station 21
Station 2: 1 v 1 Pit Game
1 v1 in tight area, must deke to score. When
waiting in line, pass back and forth with the
player in the opposite line.

Station 3: Puckhandling
A. Players partner up. Player 1 stickhandles
around player 2 (in and out of the triangle)
B. Players straddle cones and stickhandle
through them
C. Players skate down middle of cones and wide
dribble around cones.

o

Sttation 3

o

x

x ~

- - -• -o---~x
o ---.x
o---~x
o---~x

··
....••..•.....•.•......•....•••••••••..•.•..........
·
I Station 4 I
x

~

.

x

o
o

Station 4: Cross Ice wI tennis ball
Play 3v3 cross-ice
puck.

.

o

x

with a tennis ball instead of a

Games: 8 Minutes each
Game 1: Russian Scrimmage
players line-up by color on boards in front of
scorekeepers bench - coach dumps a puck to
start players· multiple 1v1's, 2v2's, etc.; four or
five battles going at same time •••full-ice and can
score on any of three nets! goalies

Game 2: Showdown (if time)
Players try to score on breakaways.

o

xx
o

0

o

Game 2
x

o

x

Date: 11/23109 Practice Theme / Goa/s:SkiJI
JUIEII'CIlN

DEVELOPMENT

Equipment Required / Set-up:
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Free Puck Time: 5 mins - players are free to do
what they want for the first five minutes.

Stations: 14 minutes x 3 Stations
Station 1: Skating•

CharlDt Races - this drill works on forward striding of
the 'puller' and good glide position of the 'rider' ... divide
players into two teams; players pair-up with a teammate;
first player holds both sticks by the butt-end; second
player holds both sticks by the blade end and maintains
good glide I ready position wI knees bent and head up;
first player pulls partner in a straight line up and around
a cone and back to the goalline ... all players on both
teams must go as a 'puller' ...

•

Duck, Duck, GDose -_Players are in groups 01 about
6 ... each sits on the edge of the circle except one player
who is 'it' ... 'It' skates around the circle touching each
player on the head and saying 'DUCK' on each touch.
He eventually touches one person to whom he says
'GOOSE'. This child rises and must chase 'IT' once
around the circle and touch him before 'IT' can return to
the touched player's spot. II the 'IT' child is touched he
continues to be '1T'... if not the new player Is 'IT' ... Make
sure the different players are touched ... and make them
skate different directions.

xxxxxx
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Bumper Butts - players skate backwards inside a circle
and try to knock-out the other players by lorcing them
out of the circle or falling down ... the last player standing
is the winner

"

I

I

,,','.\'\

I

\

\

000000

Station 2: Passing, Puck Skills

·

·

Station 3

Kill the Ball- (need lots 01 pucks) - two teams are
lormed and each is lined up across the zone Irom each
other ... place a ball at center ice between the two
teams ... players try to shoot pucks at the ball trying to
knock it towards the other team with their pucks ... no
one is allowed to leave their spots to move closer toward
the ball ... the team that knocks the ball the furthest
toward the other team is the winner .. .Iet the game run
tor about 2 minutes then start again ...
Bssebsll - Defensive team is positioned anywhere in
'tne field' ... the 'batter' shoots the puck anywhere inside
the zone, the defensive players retrieve the puck and
must pass to each other until each has touched it once they then can try to score on goal before the batter
crosses the goalline ... al1er shooting the puck, the
'batter' must sprint and make a full 360 degree circle
around cones placed as 'first', 'second' and 'third'
base ... the batter is out if the defensive leam scores
before he crosses the goalline ... the batting team bats
through their line-up and then the defensive team gets a
tum to bat.

Station 3: Competitive Game
3 Net Piggy Back - 3 nets, 3 goalies; 2 v
2 v 2 - each team is assigned to score on a
certain net and defend the other two ...

Game: 10 Minutes
Game 1: Scrimmage
Full Ice Scrimmage ...

DevelopmentiFun
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Date: 11130/09
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Practice Theme / Goals:Skill

Development/Fun
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Free Puck Time: 5 mins - players are free to do
what they want for the first five minutes.
Warm Up: 5 mlns- Shooting against the boards players get a puck and spread out around the
rink and shoot at the boards. Encourage proper
wrist shot technique.
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Stations: 8 minutes x 4 Stations
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*Starts/Sprints- Players pair up and hold sticks
upside down (knob on ice). When coach says go,
they sprint to catch partners stick before it falls.
*Edges- Players zig zag through tires with a puck.

Station 2: Stickhandling
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o

Station 1:Skating

Station 3

(:20 on/:20 off)

Players pair up. Player x starts with puck, player
still with stick extended. X can
stickhandle in and around 0 anyway he chooses.
After 20 seconds, have players switch.
Encourage them to go in and out of feet and
under the stick as much as possible.
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Station 3: Passing / Shooting

Players play 1 v 1in a very tight ares. After
playing in game withing borders, have them
move to the corner to playa second 1 v t with
different parameters. Emphasize puck battles
and scoring goals.

Game 1: 3v3 Soccer

Game 2: 3 v 3 w/Coach Support
3 v 3 where players can score at either net, but in
order to transition from defense to offense, they
have to pass to a coach first. Encourage players
to get close to the puck to battle for it as opposed
to drifting away from the puck thinking they are
open.
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Games: 8 Minutes each
3 v 3 game where players play with a soccer bal/.
Have them only kick the ball for first four
minutes, then for last four minutes have them
keep the ball on the ice but use their hands to bat
it around.
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First person in line passes to the person across
from him. Each X continues to pass to the next
one until it"reaches the last X who receives the
pass and shoots. After each X makes a pass, X
skates to the spot where the pass went. After
shooting, get back in line.

Station 4: 2 1v1 Tight Area Games
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I Game 1

x
Game 2
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Date: 11130109 Practice Theme 1 Goals:Skill Development/Fun
Borders, Four Nets, Cones, Tires,

I Station

Free Puck Time: 5 mins - players are free to do
what they want for the first five minutes.

I Station 21

1

Warm Up: 5 mins- Passing with coaches.
Coaches line up and down the boards on both
sides of the ice. Players skate around and make
passes with coaches.

Stations: 8 minutes x 4 Stations
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Station 1:Skating-Loose puck races

x ....----~

Players skate slalom course then race for loose
puck for a chance to score. Works on edge
control, starts, puck batt/es, and scoring.
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Station 2: Passing / Shooting

.................................................

First person in line passes to the person across
from him. Each X continues to pass to the next
one until it reaches the last X who receives the
pass and shoots. After each X makes a pass, X
skates to the spot where the pass went. After
shooting, get back in line. Works on passing,
receiving, skating, stops/starts, shooting.

Station 3

1 v 1 in a very tight

area.

X XX
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I Station

Station 4: 2 1v1 Tight Area Games
Players play
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Station 3: Skating-Loose puck races
Players start at cone and sprint to another cone
where they stop and come back to a loose puck
for a chance to score. Works on starts, stops,
puck battles, puck handling, shooting and
scoring.
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After

playing in game withing borders, have them
move to the corner to playa second 1 v1 with
different parameters. At the game within the
borders, players score by skating the puck to the
tire (not shooting it). Works on battling, skating,
baolance, puckhandling, competing.
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Games: 8 Minutes each
Game 1: 3v3 Forehand Only

I Game 1

3 v 3 game where players can only touch the
puck with the forehand of their blades. Works on
hDckey sense, puckhandling,

puck

Game 2

c

SUPPDrt,

skating, team play.

Game 2: 3 v 3 w/Coach Support
3 v 3 where players can score at either net, but in
order to transition from defense to offense, they
have to pass to a coach first. Encourage players
to get close to the puck to battle for it as opposed
to drifting away from the puck thinking they are
open. Works on passing, receiving, hockey
sense, skating, scoring, battling.
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